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Publisher’s Note: This book is the result of continual guitar research accomplished by attending guitar shows, receiving 
contributing editor’s updates, tracking auction results, communicating with guitar dealers and collectors throughout the country 
each year, and staying on top of trends as they occur. This book represents an analysis of prices and information on currently 
manufactured, recently manufactured, and vintage/collectible guitars.

Although every reasonable effort has been made to compile an accurate and reliable guide, guitar prices may vary significantly 
depending on such factors as the locality of the sale, the number of sales we were able to consider, famous musician endorsement 
of certain makes/models, regional economic conditions, and other critical factors.

Accordingly, no representation can be made that the guitars listed may be bought or sold at prices indicated, nor shall the editor 
or publisher be responsible for any error made in compiling and recording such prices.

No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form whatsoever, by photograph, mimeograph, PDF files, facsimile (fax) 
transmission, or any other mechanical or electronic means. Nor can it be broadcast or transmitted, by translation into any 
language, nor by recording electronically or otherwise, without the express written permission from the publisher - except by a 
reviewer, who may quote brief passages for critical articles and/or reviews.

The percentage breakdown of a guitar’s condition factor with respective values per condition as utilized in the Photo Grading 
System™ is a trademark of Blue Book Publications, Inc. Any unauthorized usage of this grading system for the evaluation of a 
guitar’s value and photo percentage breakdown is expressly forbidden by the publisher.
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